We study the feedback group action on two-inputs nonlinear control systems. We follow an approach proposed by Kang and Krener which consists of analyzing the system and the feedback group step by step. We construct a normal form which generalizes that obtained in the singleinput case. We also give homogeneous minvariants of the action of the group of homogeneous transformations on the homogeneous systems of the same degree. We illustrate our results by analyzing the normal form and invariants of homogeneous systems of degree two.
Introduction
During the last twenty years, the problem of transforming the nonlinear control system by a feedback transformation to a simpler form has been extensively studied using 
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A natural question t o ask is whether we can find a transformation r bringing C into a linear system, that is, whether we can linearize the system C via feedback. Necessary and sufficient gwmetric conditions for feedback linearizability have been given in [6] and [lw. Those conditions are, except for the planar control &ne case, restrictive and a naturaiproblem that arises is t o find normal forms for non linewizable systems. Although being natural, this problem is very involved (because it necessarily involves functional invariants) and has been extensively studied during the last twenty years. Four basic methods have been proposed to study feedback equivalence problems. The first method is based on the theory of singularities of vector fields and distributions, and their invariants, and using that method a large variety of feedback classification problems have been solved, see e.g. 171, [lo] , [ll] , [15] , [MI, [19] , [24] . [16] ), as well as the corresponding homogeneous invariants. Thus the feedback classification of single-input nonlinear control systems is almost complete and the aim of this paper is to deal with the multi-input nonlinear control systems. We will study two-inputs control systems and the general case will be given elsewhere.
In this paper we construct a normal form for twoinputs nonlinear control systems with controllable linearization. We will state our result for the case of The second contribution of the paper is to give minvariants of the feedback equivalence of homogeneous systems under homogeneous feedback transformations of the same degree. For proofs and for a detailed analysis of feedback equivalence of two-inputs systems, the reader is sent to 1231.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give basic definitions and fix notations. In Section 3 we construct our normal form for two-inputs nonlinear control systems with controllable linearization. In Section 4, we discuss invariants of the action of homogeneous transformations on homogeneous systems of the same degree. Finally, in Section 5 we consider quadratic systems and give a geometric interpretation of their invariants.
Notations and definitions
All objects, that is, functions, maps, vector fields, control systems, etc., are considered in a neighborhood of the point 0 E Rn and assumed to be Cw-smootb. 
().
We consider nonlinear control systems, with two-inputs, defined by
where C E R" and U = ( U~, U~)~ E R2. Throughout the paper we assume that 0 E R" is an equilibrium for the drift f , that is f(0) = 0, and that the linear approximation at (0,O) E R" x R2, given by
where af
is controllable, and that the matrix C is of rank 2, which means that GI A G2 # 0. The integers 1 2 TI 5 TZ,
with rl + T Z = n, forming the largest pair ( ? I , T Z ) , in the lexicographic ordering, such that span {FjG,, 0 5 j 5 ri -1, 1 5 i 5 2) = R", (2) are called the controllability indices of the linear a p proximation (1). Throughout the paper they are assumed to be equal, that is, r1 = T Z = r , where 2r = n.
The linear controllability assumption (2) implies span {aci$g,(O), 0 5 j 2 r -I, 1 5 i 5 2) = P*
In particular, the distribution G = span{g1,g2}, spanned by the vector fields g1 and g2. is of constant rank 2 in a neighborhood of the point 0 E 12".
Our aim is to give a normal form for C under invertible feedback transformations of the form z = 4(C) r : We first notice that, because of the controllability assumption (2), with r1 = rz = r , there always exists a linear feedback transformation A feedback transformation defined as a.series of successive compositions of r'", m = 1,2,. . . will also be denoted by r" because, as a formal power series, it is of the form (4). We will not address the problem of convergence and we will call such a series of successive compositions a formal feedback tmnsformation.
We say that the homogeneous system E["], given by (6), is feedback equivalent to the homogeneous system 2' "' l :
if there exists a homogeneous feedback transformation r"', of the form ( 5 ) , which brings C["' l into g["l modulo terms in Rz'"+'(x, U ) .
We will say that the homogeneous system Clml has an involutive distribution ' $' "I if the distribution In this section we will establish our main results. For any k = 1,2 and for any 1 5 i 5 r , we denote 5 k , i = (%,I,"' ,%k,i)T Together with the distribution E = span{gI,gz}, we will consider
The following result gives normal forms for two-inputs control-affine systems with equal controllability indices and involutive control distribution. (6) , with involutive distribution @"l, is equivalent, by a homogeneous feedback tmnsformation ~~l , i -I ,~Z ,~-l ) i=j+? (9) for any 153 5 r -2, and any k = 1,Z.
Theorem 1 (i) The two-inputs homogeneous system E['"l, defined by
(ii) The two-inputs nonlinear control afine system E", 
We will take aiy1J'i+2 = 0, for any 1 5 k , l 5 2 and for any ( A i ) 6 A. are not present either. In this case, we thus rediscover in (lo), the normal form constructed by Kang and Krener 1141 in the singleinput case and in (11) we rediscover their invariants. Now we will discuss a geometric meaning of the invari- Notice a slightly different role played by the invariants sf,, with respect to the remaining ones. by (x1,3,22,3) . Now we can observe that the fourth involutivity condition [adfgl,adfg2] E 92 for (12) is just the condition of the involutivity of the control distribution G of the reduced system (13), which gives its geometric interpretation. Analogous interpretation holds in any dimension and for any degree of homogeneity m.
